
 
 

             Yr 4 – Summer 1, Wk 5 Home Learning Tasks  

Book – History Hackers: Roman Rescue 

 
 

Activity  
 

Success criteria 
I can …… 

The subjects below can be completed in any order. 
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Predicting a Storyline 
 

 
Predict what might 
happen in the story 

          
Task: 

 Using the ‘HHRR Front Cover’ activity, make a list of 
details about what you see. Then write a few sentences on 
what you think the story might be about. 

 Read chapters 1 – 3 of History Hackers: Roman Rescue.  

 
Extend: 
Complete the Challenge Questions 
related to chapter 1 – 3. 
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Revision – Direct 
Speech 

 
Use direct speech 
accurately 
 
Check my work for 
errors and make 
corrections 
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Use Descriptive 
Adjectives 

 
Identify and use 
descriptive 
adjectives (2A) 
 
 

 

Task: 

 Describe the characters from the front cover, using the 
‘HHRR Character Description’ sheet. Use interesting 
descriptive adjectives. 

 

 
Extend: 
Describe one of the children pictured 
on the front cover. Add your thoughts 
on how the children might act and 
what their characters might be like.  
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Predicting a Storyline 
 
 
 

 
Predict a storyline, 
based upon 
information I already 
have 
 

 
Task: Assessment Piece 

 Think about what you have read so far (chapters 1 – 3). 
You have met some of the main characters in our new 
story.  
Q – What do you think will happen next?  
1. In your own words, write a paragraph saying what you 

think is most likely to happen in the story next. 
2. Read your work through carefully and make any 

corrections. 

 
How to submit your ‘Assessment 
Task’ 
The piece of work can be sent as a 
word document or a photograph of 
the piece of work. Please ensure your 
name is at the top, class, date, and 
the title ‘Yr 4 - Assessment Task 2’. 
Then send the piece of work to the 
following email address by Sunday 
24th May: 

 Mrs Hanson’s Literacy group – complete 
section A. 
Mr Gorsuch’s Literacy group – complete 
sections A and B. 
 

 Extend: 
Everyone complete the challenge! 



3. Rewrite the paragraph using cursive handwriting – this 
will be your best copy assessment piece. 

KS2.inbox@parkfield.bournemouth.sc
h.uk  
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Read Text and 
Retrieve Information 
 
 
 

 
Retrieve information 
form a text  

 
Task:  

 Re-read ‘History Hackers: Roman Rescue’ chapters 1 – 3. 

 Answer the comprehension questions – 3 levels have been 
attached, choose 1. 
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Revision - Perimeter 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Calculate the 
perimeter of a 
rectilinear shape 
 
 

 
Task:  

 Read Through: ‘PowerPoint - Perimeter of Rectilinear 
Shapes’. 

  Look at the ‘Perimeter 1’ activity. 3 levels have been 
attached, choose 1 to complete. 

 
Extend: 
You’re the teacher! Check your work 
using the answer sheet. Make any 
corrections. 
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Revision - Perimeter 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Calculate the 
perimeter of a 
rectilinear shape 
 
Check my work for 
errors and make 
corrections 

 
Task: 

 Look at ‘Perimeter Challenge Cards’ activity. There are 20 
perimeter challenges!  

 Mr Gorsuch’s Numeracy group – calculate the perimeter 
for shapes A – I. 

 Mrs Hanson’s Numeracy group – calculate the perimeter 
for shapes J – P, or N – T. 

 

 
Extend: 
Draw 4 shapes on squared paper, 
then calculate and record the 
perimeter of each shape. 
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Revision - Perimeter 
 
 
 
 

 
Calculate the 
perimeter of a 
rectilinear shape 
 
Check my work for 
errors and make 
corrections 

 
Task: Mastery 

 Look at ‘Perimeter Mastery’ activity. Complete ‘Perimeter 
Mastery’. 

  

 

  

 

Mr Gorsuch's Numeracy 
group  

 

   

 

Mrs Hanson's Numeracy 
group   

    

 
 
Extend: Have a go at the next level – 
challenge yourself! 
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Revision – 
Calculating Area 
 
 

 
Calculate the area of 
a compound shape 
 
Check my work for 
errors and make 
corrections 
 

 
Task: 

 Read Through: ‘PowerPoint - Area of Compound Shapes’ 
and ‘Area Information’ sheet. 

 Look at the ‘Area 1’ activity.  
 Mr Gorsuch’s Numeracy group – Activity A. 

 Mrs Hanson’s Numeracy group – Activity B or C (challenge 
yourself!). 

 
 

mailto:KS2.inbox@parkfield.bournemouth.sch.uk
mailto:KS2.inbox@parkfield.bournemouth.sch.uk
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Revision – 
Comparing Area 
 
 
 
 

 
Calculate and 
comparing the area 
of a compound 
shape 
 
Check work for 
errors and make 
corrections 
 

 
Task: 

 Read Through: ‘PowerPoint – Comparing Area’. 
Complete ‘Comparing Area’ activity. 

Mr Gorsuch's Numeracy group  

 

Mrs Hanson's Numeracy group  

 

 
Extend: Have a go at the next level – 
challenge yourself 
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Develop Research 
Skills 
 

 
Use the internet to 
retrieve information 
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Success and Goals 
 
 

 
Reflect on 
successes and set 
new goals 

 
Task:  

 Write down 3 things that went well last week (you can draw 
pictures too). 

 Write down 3 things that you wish to improve from last 
week. For each, write an idea to try to help you improve 
them. 
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Tasks: 

 ‘Bitesize daily’ https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/dailylessons  

 X3, X4, X6, X7, X8 tables – fifteen-minute practices 3 
times per week (Use TTrcoksstars to help you). 

 Numbot - Ten-minute practices 3 times per week (access 
through TTrockstarts) 

 

 
Q - How will you record your research work? 
Create an eye-catching poster! 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/dailylessons


 

 Read aloud to a member of your family – fifteen minutes 3 
times per week 

 Select 5 words from the Yr 3 & Yr 4 spellings list to 
practice 3 times per week 

 BATTLE on TT Rockstars: Beech vs Holly – who will win?  
 



 

  

 

 

A 



 

  

 

 

B 



 

 

 

C 



 

       



 

 



 



 

  

 

 



 

  

 

 



 

 

 



 

  

 
 



 

  

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 Add descriptive words (adjectives) and phrases around the images. What do you think the characters will be like? 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Task: Using the front cover, make a list of details about what you see. Then write a few sentences on what you think the story might be about. 
 





Chapter 1: A Very Difficult Door

To think about while reading:

What would you do if you discovered a secret room in your house? 1

What impression do you get of Tilda and Charlie?2

Are there any words in this chapter that you don't understand?3



Chapter 1: A Very Difficult Door
After reading the chapter:

What are the names of the two children?1

Why does Tilda want to investigate the secret room?2

Why doesn’t Charlie want to investigate the secret room?3

What words would you use to describe the characters?4

Which character are you most like?5



Chapter 2: Disappointed by Dust

To think about while reading:

Why did Tilda feel ‘robbed’?

Why do you think the room appeared to have never been used?

Why did Tilda jerk her head away from the wall?

1

2

3



Chapter 2: Disappointed by Dust

What had Charlie hoped to find?1

Why did Tilda gasp?2

Who went into the secret room first?3

What do you think the mystery room contains?4

What do you predict the children will do next?5

After reading the chapter:



Chapter 3: Trapdoor Treasure Trove

To think about while reading:

How does the day become way more interesting?

How does the author compare the atmosphere in each room?

What treasures do the children see?

1

2

3



Chapter 3: Trapdoor Treasure Trove
After reading the chapter:

What was piled high on the desk?1

What caught Tilda’s attention?2

What phrase is used to describe how excited Tilda felt?3

Do you think the children were trespassing?4

“Mum and Dad bought the house and all its contents –
and this looks a lot like contents to me.” 
Do you agree with Charlie?

5







A Very Difficult Door Roman Rescue

“I’m not going to wear it, silly. I’m going to use it to 

get through the door.”

Too impatient to wait, Tilda crouched and grasped 

hold of her brother’s right shoe.

“Hey! Gerroff!”

“You can have it back in a minute. I just need something 

tough enough to tackle this handle.”

“It’s made of rubber and foam,” bleated Charlie.  

“You’re going to murder my trainer.”

“These things are designed to run up mountains.

I’m sure it can take a couple of thumps and wallops.”

“You’ll be getting the thumps and wallops if you ruin 

that thing. Do you know how much these cost?”

Showing how little she cared, Tilda slammed the shoe 

against the door handle with all the strength she could 

muster. The rubber sole hit its mark with a determined 

thud, then bounced away faster than a ricocheting 

bullet, throwing Tilda against the solid stone wall.

“That thing’s not going to move, Tils,” Charlie insisted. 

“You’re wasting your time.”

“I’m not letting a door handle get the better of me.”

Crouching like a resolute brawler, Tilda moved back 

towards the door. When the shoe struck the handle a 

second time, she cleverly used the rubber sole’s recoil 

as fuel for her third and fourth strikes. Each blow grew 

more and more forceful, until…

"It moved!" she gasped. “It’s working.”

“Try telling my poor trainer that.”

Further blows weakened the handle and excitement 

bubbled in her stomach, until eventually the handle 

gave a satisfying click.

As the door sprang ajar, a lip of unexpected yellow 

light poked through a gap no wider than a mouse’s 

head. Slim fingers of dust coiled into the stairwell, 

closely followed by the scent of dried timber.

Tilda handed back her brother’s shoe, sniffing the 

air like a curious puppy. “Well, it certainly doesn’t 

smell haunted.”
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A Very Difficult Door Roman Rescue

More than anything, the room smelled as if nobody 

had paid it much attention since the house had been 

constructed.

Apparently happy that his shoe had survived unscathed, 

Charlie slipped it back onto his foot before the room’s 

scent caught his attention too.

“It smells like Grandad’s woodworking shed.” 

Charlie’s nose flared above a slight smile. “I love the 

smell of wood.”

Tilda raised an eyebrow. “So, you’re coming in then?”

Charlie’s smile vanished as he shuffled awkwardly. 

“Yeah! Of course! I just need a minute to let my… 

erm… shoe recover. The stressed foam could give way 

at any time and snap my ankle!”

Tilda gave him a begrudging nod; in her younger 

brother’s database of excuses, that was certainly one 

of his best.

When she gently eased the door open, reluctant hinges 

shrieked like startled seagulls. If she hadn’t been 

so excited by the thought of what hidden treasures 

awaited her, Tilda might have wondered how long it 

had been since the door had moved.

The combination of light and dust blinded her for 

a moment as her feet landed on bare floorboards. 

Warmth she hadn’t expected wrapped itself around 

her like welcoming arms.

Once acclimatised to the room’s unexpected brightness, 

Tilda could hardly believe the sight that greeted her.

The attic stretched across the entire length and width of 

the building; as Tilda’s gaze bounced from one corner to 

the next, she was shocked to see that every centimetre 

of space was filled with exactly the same thing...

Nothing.
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Disappointed by Dust Roman Rescue

a treasure hunter, remember? I doubt he’d let a single 

set of stairs stand in his way.”

“Well, maybe he just didn’t like heights.”

Charlie continued to explore the room, slapping ceiling 

beams, stamping on floorboards and tapping the walls.

“What are you doing?”

“Shhh!” Charlie pressed an ear to the wall, drumming 

against the painted plaster. “I’m checking for hidden 

panels.”

Groaning at the ten-year-old’s stupidity, Tilda clasped 

her hands to her hips. “Charlie, why would anybo-”

“Hah! Found something!”

Her brother seemed to be locked in a corner of the 

room, hunched like a beggar. His head was so still that 

it might have been glued to the wall itself. Only the 

index finger of his left hand moved, tapping gently.

“There’s definitely something here.”

“Yeah, it’s called the wall!”

“No, no! Really!” With his other hand, Charlie 

beckoned his sister towards him. “There’s something 

behind this plasterboard.”

Slowed by doubt, Tilda moved to join her finger-

tapping brother.

“It sounds hollow,” Charlie told her, shuffling to his 

left to make room. “Listen for yourself.”

Tilda gave Charlie a weary glance as she pushed her 

ear against the thinly-painted plaster.

“Listen!”

Charlie tapped a section of wall high above her head. 

It sounded flat and solid.

When Charlie tapped again, this time slightly lower, 

Tilda heard an identical sound.

“It’s just a normal wall, Charlie.”

“Keep listening.”

When Charlie tapped just centimetres from his sister’s 

head, the difference was immediate. Tilda jerked away
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Disappointed by Dust Roman Rescue

from the wall, as if she had just been electrocuted.

“You heard it, right?” asked Charlie. “It sounds hollow.”

Tilda nodded. Her brother was correct. That didn’t 

happen often!

“Maybe there’s something hidden behind it.” Charlie 

suggested. “We need to find out.”

“But it’s a solid wall,” Tilda reminded him. “We can’t 

just break through it.”

They both took a time-out, scratching their heads. Each 

studied the seemingly ordinary wall in front of them. 

Tilda scanned its length and breadth, searching for 

any flaws or joins that might indicate a doorway.

Taking a more hands-on approach, Charlie dropped to 

his knees and began tapping the floorboards nearest 

the wall.

When he looked back towards his sister, his excited 

smile told Tilda that the hunt for treasure was back on.

“We were looking in the wrong place. See!”

Charlie’s small fingers hooked themselves around an 

almost invisible groove in the wood, prizing a one-

metre-square section of floorboards up off the ground.

Tilda gasped, peering down into a thin shaft containing 

a narrow ladder. “A trapdoor!”

Oddly, the rungs of the wooden ladder were angled 

from the floor towards the wall. Anyone climbing 

down them would have to duck to avoid striking the 

top half of their body against hard plaster. 

Charlie thrust his head and shoulders into the space, 

twisting so he could peer beneath and behind the wall.

“There’s a small room behind the wall,” his voice sounded 

muffled and distant. “And this one’s not empty!”
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Trapdoor Treasure Trove Roman Rescue

the second ladder and was now kneeling on the floor 

of the secret room. “It’s like some kind of vault.”

Excitement sent giddy butterflies fluttering in Tilda’s 

stomach. As she scrabbled to join her brother, the 

sights that greeted her struck like a freeze-ray.

Charlie had been wrong. This wasn’t a vault at all. 

This was more like a treasure chamber.

“Wow!”

“Told you,” Charlie giggled. “This lot must be worth 

a fortune!”

The room itself was larger than Tilda had expected, 

perhaps even longer and wider than the family’s garage. 

Yet it was so jam-packed with clutter that there was 

barely enough room for two people.

A small desk and chair had been pushed into one corner, 

piled high with ledgers and thick scrolls. Wooden 

trunks and chests, mostly studded with iron bands and 

rivets, were stacked in the remaining corners. Yet it 

was the room’s walls that entranced Tilda. They were 

a kaleidoscope of treasures, reaching forward from 

centuries past to create the most incredible mural.

Her eyes could barely take it all in; beautiful portraits 

and landscape paintings hung in carved golden frames 

across one entire surface. Opposite, chainmail shirts, 

leather jerkins and bronze chest plates watched from 

the wall like soldiers waiting for battle. Another wall 

housed heaving shelves piled high with leather-bound 

books, wax-sealed folders wrapped in ribbon and 

stacks of what looked like parchment.

“It’s incredible.” Tilda’s heart was racing so hard that 

she thought it might tear a hole through her chest. 

Perhaps this was this how Howard Carter felt when 

he crashed through the wall of Tutankhamun’s tomb.

Above her, Charlie plucked a musket from a ceiling 

hook and peered down its barrel.

“Do you think this thing is loaded?”

Tilda snatched it from him and clambered up into the 

room. The weapon felt heavy in her hand; the wooden 

stock had the shape and smoothness that only real 

fingers could forge.

“We shouldn’t touch any of these things,” Tilda said, 

carefully placing the musket back onto its hook.     

Beside it, a collection of sheathed swords and rifles
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Trapdoor Treasure Trove Roman Rescue

hung like macabre stalactites.

“But they’re ours now,” Charlie pointed out. “Mum and 

Dad bought the house and all its contents – and this 

looks a lot like contents to me.”

“But they don’t belong here,” Tilda warned him. “This 

kind of stuff should be in a museum. This is real history.”

“Do you think it was Professor Howe’s personal 

collection?”

“Dunno. Tilda squeezed past her brother, heading 

for the desk and chair. For some reason, she couldn’t 

shake the feeling they were trespassing. “Maybe there’s 

something over here that can tell us more.”

Seated at the small desk, Tilda carefully began 

searching the stacks of papers and ledgers for some 

kind of clue. She tried not to think about the items 

she was touching. Most were handwritten in ink, 

scratched across hard paper that must have been made 

centuries earlier. Some of the ledgers appeared even 

older, written in languages she couldn’t even begin to 

decode. Yet one item stood out like a rose in a bed of 

dandelions: a journal so new it almost glowed.

When she opened it up and began to read the neatly- 

arranged handwriting, her jaw slowly dropped open.

“What is it?” Charlie leaned over his sister’s shoulder. 

“What does it say?”

Tilda shook her head; this certainly wasn’t what she 

had expected to find.

“Either he was writing some kind of fantasy novel, or 

Professor Howe had gone a bit bonkers.”

As she ventured deeper and deeper into the professor’s 

journal, the content became stranger and stranger.

“None of this makes sense… he’s talking about hunting 

for treasure by going back in time. Look,” she jabbed 

at a page of writing. “He mentions the musket you 

showed me… says he stole it from a soldier during the 

English civil war.”

She turned back a few pages and next pointed to a 

paragraph of text. “And here, he says one of those 

duelling swords was given to him as a gift by a 

fifteenth-century nobleman.”

Charlie sniggered. “Maybe he didn’t disappear at all.
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Trapdoor Treasure Trove Roman Rescue

Maybe he got a job as a Hollywood script writer… 

sounds like it would make an awesome sci-fi movie.”

Tilda turned through more of the journal’s pages, 

causing a loose sheet to drop onto the floor.

Charlie stooped to pluck it off the ground. “Hey, 

what’s this?”

They both stared at a strip of tightly-folded paper. 

Two words were written neatly across the front: 

ACCESS GATES.

“Why would Professor Howe have a leaflet about 

gates?” Charlie wondered. “This house doesn’t even 

have a garden.”

Tilda snatched the leaflet from her brother. “Gate is 

just another word for a door, silly. Ancient cities like 

York had doors around the city walls to keep people out. 

They called them gates.”

“Ah, I see. So that’s why you get places like Micklegate 

and Fishergate?”

“Exactly!” Tilda nodded. “Maybe this is just a map of 

all those ancient gates.”

She gently cleared an area of space on the desktop 

and slowly unfolded the leaflet. Section by section, 

a map showing the streets of York emerged. Yet this 

wasn’t quite the kind of map Tilda had expected to see.       

Not one of the city’s famous gates was included.

Instead, the detailed sketch showed York’s modern-

day streets and roads, many leading to and from 

a collection of historic sites: the medieval Minster; 

Viking encampments; the first Roman settlements; a 

Norman garrison; even places Tudor kings had once 

called home.

The map contained a score of different locations, each 

marked and identified by its own neatly-drawn door. 

Beside many of these doors sat a series of dates and 

tiny icons in the shape of a key. One or two even had 

the universally recognised sign for danger – a skull 

and crossbones.

“What do you think it means?” Charlie asked.

Tilda kept gazing at the map, looking from one door to 

the next, hoping to see a pattern. Finally, she spotted 

something she recognised.

Turning back to the professor’s journal, she flicked through
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Roman Rescue 

its pages until she found the one she was LooRing for. 

As her finger pressed against a date scribbled on the 
map, she compared it to the one at the top of the 
journal page. They matched! 

She checRed several more, finding identical matches too. 
Suddenly, Tilda understood how the two documents 
worRed together. The buzz of solving that particular 
puzzle made her wonder if she was perhaps more suited 
to a career as a detective than an antiques dealer. 

"This can't be possible," she told Charlie. "It has to be 
made up." 

Her brother's puzzled expresswn prompted more 
explanation. 

"These dates all match the detailed entries in the 
professor's journal. And each entry taLRs about a single 
trip he made on that day." 

Now Charlie LooRed even more puzzled. "What's so 
unusual about that? Everyone taRes trips." 

"Not trips LiRe these," Tilda insisted. "These are trips 
bacR in time." 

23 
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twinkl.com

twinkl.com

twinkl.com

twinkl.com

Find the perimeter of these shapes in centimetres.

Find the perimeter of these shapes in centimetres.

Find the perimeter of these shapes in centimetres.

Find the perimeter of these shapes in centimetres. *not to scale *not to scale

*not to scale *not to scale

A B C

On centimetre squared paper, draw 3 rectilinear shapes with a 
perimeter of 22cm.

D

F

E

G

H I

K

J L

On centimetre squared paper, draw 3 rectilinear shapes with a 
perimeter of 14cm.

On centimetre squared paper, draw 3 rectilinear shapes with a 
perimeter of 8cm.

On centimetre squared paper, draw 3 rectilinear shapes with a 
perimeter of 26cm.



twinkl.com

twinkl.com

twinkl.com

twinkl.com

Find the perimeter of these shapes in centimetres.

Find the perimeter of these shapes in centimetres.

Find the perimeter of these shapes in centimetres.

Find the perimeter of these shapes in centimetres. *not to scale *not to scale

*not to scale *not to scale

13cm

3cm5cm

5c
m

7cm

5cm

4c
m

6c
m

M N

12cm 4cm

Draw a rectilinear shape with a perimeter of 38cm. Mark the 
length of each side.

5cm

3cm

6cm 5cm

6c
m

4cm

3c
m 5cm

4cm

4cm

4cm P

O 3cm

7cm

3c
m

8cm

12cm

6cm

2cm

Q 4cm

4cm

3cm

2cm

R

2cm

10cm 8cm

12cm

6c
m

4c
m T 4cm

4cm

7c
m

12cm

5cm

4cm 3cm 5cm 7cm9cm 10cm
3c

m

S 2c
m

12cm 13cm

Draw a rectilinear shape with a perimeter of 48cm. Mark the 
length of each side.

Draw a rectilinear shape with a perimeter of 56cm. Mark the 
length of each side.

Draw a rectilinear shape with a perimeter of 76cm. Mark the 
length of each side.

2cm



twinkl.com

Answers

A 16cm F 22cm K 20cm P 48cm

B 16cm G 22cm L 20cm Q 54cm

C 20cm H 24cm M 38cm R 40cm

D 18cm I 28cm N 48cm S 74cm

E 30cm J 34cm O 38cm T 66cm



  



  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 



  

 

 

 





7cm 3cm =7cm 3cm

7cm

3cm

21cm²

Area measures the surface inside a shape. Count the width and the length of 2 sides. Then 
multiply the width and length to find the area of the shape.



5cm 4cm =5cm 4cm

5cm

4cm

20cm²

Count the width and the length of 2 sides. Then multiply the width and length to find the 
area of the shape.



What are the 
calculations 9cm 1cm =?cm ?cm

9cm

1cm

9cm²

Count the width and the length of 2 sides. Then multiply the width and length to find the 
area of the shape.



4cm 2cm =?cm ?cm

4cm

2cm

8cm²

Count the width and the length of 2 sides. Then multiply the width and length to find the 
area of the shape.

What are the 
calculations 



6cm 2cm =?cm ?cm

6cm

2cm

?cm²

Count the width and the length of 2 sides. Then multiply the width and length to find the 
area of the shape.

What are the 
calculations 



9cm 5cm =?cm ?cm

9cm

5cm

?cm²

Count the width and the length of 2 sides. Then multiply the width and length to find the 
area of the shape.

What are the 
calculations 



8cm 2cm =?cm ?cm

8cm

2cm

?cm²

Count the width and the length of 2 sides. Then multiply the width and length to find the 
area of the shape.

What are the 
calculations 



4cm 6cm =?cm ?cm

4cm

6cm

?cm²

Count the width and the length of 2 sides. Then multiply the width and length to find the 
area of the shape.

What are the 
calculations 



Aim
• Find and compare the area of rectilinear shapes by counting squares.



Comparing Area

Sort the shapes into the correct 
column of the table.

Diving

A

E

B

C F

D

G

Shapes with an 
Area Greater

Than 6 Squares

Shapes with an 
Area Less Than 

6 Squares



Shape 1
Compare Area 

>, < or =
Shape 2

Comparing Area

Complete the table. Use the squares to calculate the area of each shape. 
Compare the areas of the shapes using >, < or =.

Diving



Comparing Area

Order these shapes 
from the shape with 
the smallest area to 
the shape with the 
largest area.

Diving

A B

C



DeeperComparing Area

A B C D

Jessica has been asked to 
order the shapes from the 
shape with the smallest 
area to the shape with 
the largest area.

She has got confused. 
Explain her mistake.



DeeperComparing Area

Josie and Lyle are having a disagreement over the area of their shapes. 
Read their statements. Who is correct? Explain why.

The area of my shape 

is double the area of 

Lyle’s shape.

The area of my shape 

is less than the area 

of Josie’s shape.



Aim
• Measure and calculate the perimeter of a rectilinear figure (including 

squares) in centimetres and metres.



DivingPerimeter of Rectilinear Shapes

Find the missing side lengths and calculate the 
perimeter of this rectilinear shape.

2m

5m
4m

2m

7m

2m

Perimeter = Perimeter = 22m



DivingPerimeter of Rectilinear Shapes

Draw two different rectilinear shapes that have a perimeter of 28cm.

8cm

6cm

3cm

2cm
6cm

3cm

2cm

2cm

9cm

7cm

3cm

5cm

There are lots of 
different possible 

answers.

Did you draw a 
different answer?



Perimeter of Rectilinear Shapes Deeper

10cm

8cm

2cm

10cm

1cm

1 0

1 0

8

2

+ 1

c m

1

Milo has worked out 
the perimeter of this 
rectilinear shape. Can you 
explain his mistake and 
find the correct answer?

9cm
Milo has forgotten 
to find the missing 
side length.

The correct perimeter 
with all the sides 
added up is 40cm.

9

3 14 0



Perimeter of Rectilinear Shapes Deepest

There are many possible 
answers to this question. 
Here are two possible solutions: 

Can you draw a 
rectilinear shape, 
made up of two 

rectangles, that has 
a perimeter of 24cm? 

Find two possible 
solutions.

2cm

2cm
6
cm

4cm

2
cm

8
cm

4cm

5cm

7
cm

5
cm

2
cm

1cmDid you find a 
different answer?



Dive in by completing your own activity!

Perimeter of Rectilinear Shapes
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